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SAR: The surfaces were replaced in review with a single VR surface created using the Object Detection
criteria for the Ranges gridding algorithm. The field unit showed the two submitted surface passed
required densities in the relevant areas, so delivering a single surface downstream keeps things simplified
later. The new single surface has a depth range of 0.2m to 276.4m and follows standard naming
conventions.

SAR: One designated sounding was added to the data to represent the least depth on an OBSTRN found
in review.

C. Vertical and Horizontal Control

Additional information discussing the vertical or horizontal control for this survey can be found in the
accompanying DAPR.

C.1 Vertical Control

The vertical datum for this project is Mean Lower Low Water.

ERS Datum Transformation

The following ellipsoid-to-chart vertical datum transformation was used:

Method Ellipsoid to Chart Datum Separation File

ERS via ERTDM  Seward_Shipyard_ERDTM_NAD83-MLLW.csar

Table 13: ERS method and SEP file

C.2 Horizontal Control

The horizontal datum for this project is North American Datum of 1983 (NAD 83). 

The projection used for this project is Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 6.
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C.3 Additional Horizontal or Vertical Control Issues

C.3.1 SBET Processing Method

Precise Positioning-Real Time Extended (PP-RTX) processing methods were used in Applanix POSPac
MMS 8.2.1 software to produce SBETs for post-processing horizontal correction.

D. Results and Recommendations

D.1 Chart Comparison

A comparison was made between F00776 survey data and Electronic Navigation Charts (ENC) US4AK2GM
and US4AK2FM  using CUBE surfaces, selected soundings, and contours created in Caris. Both charts were
required to gain coverage of the entire survey area.

A potentially significant change can be found in the southern extent of the surveyed shipyard. Survey
MBES found an OBSTRN feature, standing 4m proud of the sea floor, to a least depth of 4.2m within the
proximity of the JAG Alaska dry dock.
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